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Introduction

Accra's urban area covers 225.67 square kilometers of land, while the entire
metropolis has grown to nearly 900 square kilometers. In the metro area,
the population density is approximately 1,300 people per square kilometer.
Accra is the economic and administrative hub and serves as the anchor of
the larger Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA).
One of the most interesting things to note about the demographics of Accra
is the high population of younger residents.
Approximately 56% of the people are under the age of 24. This trend is not
expected to change in the coming years.
Accra is the most densely populated city in Ghana. The central business
district of Accra contains the city's main banks and department stores, as
well as an area known as the Ministries, where Ghana’s government
administration concentrated.
A lot of environmental, urban, social and economic challenges are facing
Ghanaian cities especially Accra.
These challenges have many negative impacts on cities’ development
efficiency and performance. These challenges emerged as a result of many
reasons including, adopting of ineffective and unsustainable policies,
systems and technologies in the process of planning and management of
the cities.

The landscape is not a suitable choice for a capital city, and the land is
too flat with river beds from the Akuapem Hills.
When there is little rainfall, the whole of Accra City becomes flooded.
It is an earthquake-prone area and not safe for human habitation.
The haphazard developments, which do not conform to the city’s plan,
from the colonial era, have made the capital city of Accra very ugly.
The lack of overhead crossings and pedestrian walk-ways has
contributed greatly to the horrible traffic jams in the city. The shallow
streets have been hijacked by the untouchable hawkers.
The street hawkers have sworn to spill blood to remain in the streets of
the city to sell their goods.
Such developments would definitely lead to the breakdown of law and
order in the city.
Accra faces many urban problems and challenges, including urban
deterioration, slums and informal areas, land use conflicts, lack of basic
services and infrastructure, road networks and traffic jams.
The city is over populated, urban sprawl, poor sanitation,
environmental pollution, over concentration of economic activities in
specific urban centers, weak and informal economic activities in most
of urban centers, robbery amongst others.

Accra today

Accra by 2030
Based on the outlook of Accra today it is predicted that in 2030 the state of Accra if no major
interventions such as the relocation of Government and allied business to the proposed Eco Star
City is not implemented will be as follows:

Accra metropolis population of 10
million leading to a congestion of
over 50% of Accra.

Over 6 million vehicles (dominated
by Okada motor-bikes and Pyggia)

Carbon dioxide emissions increase
by six fold !

Traffic congestion – 2 hour
gridlocks in CBD, Ministries, entry
and exist roads of Accra

Massive Security threat through
armed robbery of citizens and
commuters to the city.

Increased road-side trading
leading to accidents and robbery
amongst others.

Increased road-Safety menace
from congestion leading to the
increased cost life and property.

Increased sanitation crises with
Accra estimated to produce over 4
million tonnes of sewage per
annum. Currently Accra produces
>800,000 tons per annum

The seasonal Accra floods that hit
the city every year will continue to
cause extreme economic havoc to
dwellers through land and
property destruction.

Countries that have relocated their capital cities
Many countries relocated their capital cities after piling up very convincing reasons why new capital cities were necessary. Nigeria and Ivory Coast
built new capital cities. Other countries like Morocco, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Cameroon, Benin, and South Africa have also done it. Equatorial Guinea is
in the process of doing it.
The latest city which is being constructed to enable the de-congestion of
Cairo is the Eco-City Alexandria is a strategic effort to achieve
sustainability. Construction of the city started in 2016 and it is now
opened to settlement.
The Egyptian government seeks to create an environmentally,
economically and socially healthy city where people can live, work and
play for decades to come.

Indonesia plans to construct a new capital from Jakarta, on the
island of Java, 1,300 km away to Kalimantan, on the island of
Borneo Under the plan, a public-private partnership scheme
would account for 54.6 percent of the funding to construct the
new city, while a second private scheme would contribute 26.2
percent and the state budget would cover the remaining cost.
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VISION & MISSION

Our Vision
To make Ghana the best country in Africa to Do Business in, by leveraging
the unsaddled opportunities offered by the new administrative capital in
an advanced eco-friendly and smart city which is also the paradise of
culture and across the Africa continent

Our Mission
Construct an eco-friendly modern smart city in Ghana to drive socioeconomic development and improve the quality of life of people by
harnessing technology and administrative best practices to make Ghana
the true gateway to Africa.

Our over-riding principles
Sustainable eco-friendly environment
Renewable energy driven
Ease of Doing Government business
Digitalization
e-Governance and citizen participation
Smart tourism
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MAIN OBJECTIVES – PROJECT ECO STAR 2030

The new Administrative Capital – Eco Star City is not meant to replace Accra as a Commercial and Financial Capital but rather it represents the
natural progression of Ghana into a new realm of modernized and scientific way of conducting Government business within an eco-friendly
setting.
New Administrative Capital (Eco Star City)

Accra Re-defined (The New Accra )

a. Construct a new and smart administrative city that will promote Government
business and make Ghana the No. 1 country in Africa in the World Bank’s
“Ease of Doing Business by 2030.

a. Reconstruct the New Accra City into a modern commercial and financial capital
in line with the Government’s policy of making Ghana the Gateway to Africa
through the decongestion of Accra CBD to boost commerce and other financial
business.

b. Build the first smart eco-city in Africa where there would be “green areas”,
no slums, sanitation would be effectively controlled to become the cleanest
city in Africa that will attract foreign investment in excess of 15 billion USD
over a period of 10 years..
c. A city where human and vehicular traffic would flow freely and congestion
reduced will boost productivity by over 50% in both the private and public
sectors.
d. The Project Eco Star 2030 is expected to promote tourism along the Volta
Lake, its environs and Ghana as whole to about 1 billion USD per annum in
terms of tourism receipts.
e. Constructing the new administrative will ensure the direct socio-economic
development of communities in the Bono, Savannah, Oti, Northern, Eastern
and Volta Regions.

b. Achieve about 30% increase in human and vehicular traffic flow into and within
Accra daily, which is expected to boost commercial and financial business by a
billion annually after project completion.
c. Re-construct the the current Ministries area into a plush multi-million USD mixuse area (i.e. residential and commercial) after the relocation of the Ministries,
Department and Agencies to Eco Star City from their current occupancy in Accra
will create additional value the Marine Drive project.
d. The decongestion and re-construction of Accra will lead to a reduction in
slumps, flooding and better security amounting to an estimated annual savings
of over 200 million USD.
e. The re-defined – New Accra will promote and boost domestic, sub-regional and
international will promote, boost and increase trade by over 10% year-on-year
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1.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE CITY’S LOCATION
Accessibility

Eco STAR City is reachable by multi-modal transport (road, air, railway and water-ways). It will be less 3than 30 minutes by flight to Accra and Kumasi
and about 1 hour 30 minutes drive to Accra and 3 hours to Kumasi. You can the city by air from other regional capitals with airports similar to Accra.
2.

Economic synergies

Easy access to Kumasi (Northern city commercial hub), Accra (Commercial and Financial Capital), Tema the port city
and Lome (international trade centre) provides economic synergies for the proposed administrative capital to
develop from.
Relocating Government business to the proposed city location is over 50% cheaper than other alternative locations
such as Yendi and Kintampo.
3.

Security

The New Administrative capital lies within the Volta basin and close to several Ghana military zones thus offering
it the required security to peacefully operate from.
4.

Ecological

The city environs are environmentally serene and support the development of a modern smart echo-city
as Ghana’s administrative capital.
5.

Availability of land

Developers require about 534 km² of land to develop the proposed city. The proposed location provides the space required for the city construction.
The location offers enough land for future development and the Volta Lake (the biggest man-made lake in the world) and its environments offer a a huge
opportunity to develop tourism.

Strategic Location
The proposed Ghana’s new
administrative capital city –
Eco STAR City is located in
the basin of the Volta River
in Ghana and lies along the
banks of the Volta lake.
The city lies between the
Eastern and Volta Regions.
It is about 10 kms from the
Akosombo town, 190 kms
from Accra, 180 kms from
Tema and 210 kms from
Kumasi.

The planned city has
a total area of about
534 km² (206 m²)
which is equivalent
to about 53,400
hectares (144,714
acres).
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MAIN FINANCIALS
The average direct economic benefits to be derived from Project Eco Star 2030 over a period of 10 years
Main financial outputs

USD (000)/pa

360,000
Direct economic savings of reduction in Traffic congestion in Accra (passenger & freight)
170,000
Savings from reduced Carbon emissions (passenger & freight)
500,000
Improved productivity earnings from government sector
50,000
Decrease in Road Safety Costs
120,000
Ø Reduction
in the
high economic
Decrease
in the Cost
of Goods
& Services cost of the Traffic
684,000
congestion
in Accra
(passenger
& freight)
Creation
of 350,000
new jobs
(decongesting
and re-development of Accra & creation of
approx.
.5
billion
USD
Ø Savings
due tocapital)
reduction in Carbon emissions
New
Administrative
900,000
& receipts
freight) (savings)
Increase
in Tourism
Ø (passenger
Improved
productivity

Total
projected
Ø Decrease
inrevenue
Road Safety Cost

2,784,000
Estimated at .850 billion
USD

The total projected revenue of 55.568 USD at a discounted rate of 8% over a period of 20
years for an investment of 15 billion USD amounts to a NPV value of 5.985 billion USD

FINANCIAL MODELLING
Indonesia & Egypt’s new capital cities
Indonesia plans to construct a new capital from Jakarta,
on the island of Java, 1,300 km away to Kalimantan, on
the island of Borneo.

Egypt’s new administrative capital is located 45km east of
Cairo on the way to the port City of Suez. Overall the project
will cost an estimated 50 billion USD.

The project cost is estimated at US$33 billion for the
new capital.

Of the $25 billion cost for the first phase, about $3 billion is
being spent on the government district.

The government has designated an additional USD$40
billion for urban regeneration projects in Jakarta over
the next 10 years.

Financing model:

Financing model:
Ø A Public-Private Partnership scheme would account
for 54.6 % of the funding to construct the new city.
Ø A second private scheme from domestic and foreign
would contribute 26.2 %
Ø The state budget would cover the 19.2% of the
remaining cost.

Ø Some international financing has been secured for rail
links, and a $3 billion Chinese loan has helped fund the
business district, built by China State Construction
Engineering Corp (CSCEC).
Ø The Egyptian government is using domestic and foreign
private equity to finance the rest of the project.
Ø The financial model for the project is engineered to
capitalize on partnerships with sub-developers and
investors, and to benefit from selling land plots to buyers
of specific calibre.

FINANCIAL MODELLING (Ghana’s New Administrative Capital)
With regards to the project financing budget of 15 billion USD, a very important aspect of the Eco Star 2030 project, it is planned that the project
will completely self-financed.
The Ghana government will not be involved directly in financing any non-Government developments such as the CBD, the Volta Lake Water-Front,
the Diplomatic Enclave amongst others.
This greatly reduces the risk of budget overruns and financing needs that a government-funded, large-scale project might face.

The Financial model
The Hybrid financial model revolves around a Public-Private Partnership (PPP) scheme with Government contracting an initial loan or grant to
acquire land and re-settle the communities.
Project Eco Star 2030 will thereafter be financed as follows:
Ø GoG to provide OFF-TAKER AGREEMENTS WITH REVOLVING GUARANTEE to developers of the Government enclave.
Ø Utilize Land enterprise scheme to sell government vested land plots to private buyers on leasehold basis as per development enclave (i.e. The
Volta Lake Waterfront land will be much more expensive than areas year-marked for affordable housing for workers) to support guarantee.
Ø Private funds from both Domestic & International investors to developers.
Ø Finance, Engineer, Procure & Construct (FEPC) with sub-developers and investors (BOOT)
Ø Receipts from sale of mineral resources from the Volta lake
This requires the Promoters of PROJECT ECO STAR 2030 to attract local and foreign investors of which interest has already been shown by some
investors from South Africa, North America, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, the UAE and China.

PROJECT GOVERNANCE & PHASING

6.

Governance
The Government of Ghana (GoG) upon an Executive
approval for the New Administrative Capital Development
project will create a Special Project Office (SPO) under the
Presidency that will undertake the pre-project preparations
tasks as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Finalization of Pre-feasibility (Technical & Financial)
Feasibility studies (Technical & Financial)
ECO STAR Project 2030 – Investment Proposal
The Special Project Office will then establish a holding
company with a capital estimated at 3 billion USD with
GoG and other Ghanaian shareholders owning a
minimum of 51% shares. Other targeted international
companies to be enlisted are from Africa, Asia, UK,
North America, Middle East & Asia.

The New Administrative Capital Development Company
(NACDC) will be the company in charge of developing the
project and administering the City over the project period of
30 years.
After 30 years the Government of Ghana will have total
ownership of ACDC

SUBMISSION
OF PROJECT
CONCEPT

PROJECT
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SPECIAL OFFICE
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Phase one development
The Eco Star City is expected to be delivered in two phases with the first phase targeted at Government business and Tourism. Developments
will be financed by the private sector with GoG providing Off-taker agreements with guarantee. The developments will take place within 5 years
after which government and associated businesses would have moved to the New Administrative Capital. The first phase development is
estimated at 10 billion USD.
Government enclave
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

New Parliament House and Parliamentary villa
Presidency
Ministerial office buildings & residential
Security Headquarters buildings (Police, Army,
Immigration, Prisons, Fire Service, etc.)
Diplomatic enclave (Embassies, International
organizations … UN, WHO,WB etc.)
Schools
Hospital
Court

Ø Volta Lake Waterfront (plush and affordable
residential)
Ø Shopping arcade
Ø Water sports (surfing, canoeing, fishing etc.
Ø Golf course
Ø Mini Financial area
Ø Casino
Ø Hotels
Ø Convention centre
Ø Power gliding
Ø Other developments

Ø Conversion of the Tema – Akosombo road to a dual 3 lane
carriage highway linking to New Administrative capital.
Ø Creation of more access roads to the new city.
Ø Construction of Air-strip
Ø Extension of electricity transmission to the city
Ø Construction of Solar & Wind plants
Ø Extension of Water
Ø Extension of Communication network

PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Support Developments

Tourism enclave

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Telco offices
City water office
City Energy office
City Waste management office
Mini Financial area
City Transport (road and ferry)
Convention centre
Private owned Real Estates
Eco Star City Metro Assembly
Religious centres (Churches & Mosques)
Other private developments

Construction of the city layout
Construction of inner roads, tram and mono rail
Construction of sewerage and waste management system
Intra-city fibre connectivity
Creation of city green areas
Electricity distribution lines
Inner water distribution piping
City area fencing
Others

Typically, the pre-construction phase includes creating a strategic plan for the project, creating a design, securing permits or
entitlements, and appointment of general and sub-contractor required for construction.

Phase Two development
The Eco Star City is expected to be delivered in two phases with the first phase targeted at Government business and Tourism. Developments
will be financed The Eco Star City is expected to be delivered in two phases with the first phase targeted at Government business and Tourism.
Develop.
The first and second phase developments are estimated at 15 billion USD.
The second phase developments could run currently with the first phase for some developments but overall it is expected to be completed by
year 10.
Government enclave

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Construction of Africa Fisheries University
Construction of Ultra Modern Hospital
Construction of Science & Technology park
Construction of Airport
Construction of National Museum Complex
Construction of Olympic Size Dome
Construction of additional schools
Other developments

Tourism enclave

Ø Construction of Theme park
Ø Construction of Pan Africa Theatre complex
Ø Construction of Additional Volta Lake Waterfront
(plush and affordable residential)
Ø Construction of Additional Hotels
Ø Construction of eco-parks
Ø Construction of Virtual Ghana park
Ø Other developments

Support Developments

Ø Construction of Central Business District
Ø Construction of City Transport (Sky Train, Trams &
mono rail)
Ø Construction of Additional Hotels
Ø Construction of Trade Fair Complex
Ø Construction of Automobile Distribution Centre
Ø Construction of Light Processing & Assembling area
Ø Construction of Private real Estate
Ø Other developments

NEXT STEPS

a. GoG HAS THE POLITICAL WILL TO UNDERTAKE THE PROJECT
b. EXECUTIVE APPROVAL TO ENABLE GOG SET UP A SPECIAL PROJECT OFFICE UNDER THE PRESIDENCY
c. SPECIAL PROJECT OFFICE TO COMPLETE FEASIBILITY STUDIES (TECHNICAL, FINANCIAL, COMMERCIAL, LEGAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL)
Ghana’s new
Administrative
Capital
d. OBTAIN PARLIAMENTARY
APPROVAL

e. SPECIAL PROJECT OFFICE ESTABLISHES THE SPECIAL PURPOSE HOLDING COMPANY TO UNDERTAKE PROJECT
f.

THE COMPANY UNDERTAKES PROJECT FINANCING, CITY CONSTRUCTION & GOVERNANCE

CITY STRUCTURE

Smart City
The New Administrative capital will utilize the latest technologies to become an internationally recognized smart city. It is planned that the city will
include several smart services including but not limited to smart utility networks, intelligent utility counters, smart poles, building management
systems (residential / administrative / commercial), transport management, IPTV, parking services, waste management services and unified web
and mobile applications to interact with citizens and businesses.
The smart city concept that will be adopted integrates information and communication technology (ICT), and various physical devices connected
to the IoT (Internet of things) network to optimize the efficiency of the city operations and services and connect to citizens.

Energy sources

,

The city will thrive on an Energy Mix of
conventional electricity sources of Hydro
and Geo-thermal and in addition
generate energy of 200 MW from solar
wind and Bio-mass.

Multi-modal transport
Integrated multi-modal transport
network offering superior public
transport alternative routes
intra/inter city such as Ferry, Bus,
Plane, Tram, Mono rail etc.

Waste management
Zero waste hierarchy strategy
Reuse what we don’t need and change the way we produce and
consume by redesigning business Models, goods and packaging in
order to reduce resource-use and waste.

Refuse / Rethink / Redesign

Minimize the quantity, toxicity and ecological footprint of
consumption. Use products or components for the same purpose
as they were conceived or repurpose them for other uses that
does not devalue them.

Reduce & Re-use

Check, clean or repair products or components of products that
have become waist so that they can be reused without any other
processing.

Preparation for Re-use

High quality material recovery from separately collected waste
streams.

Re-cycling /Composing/anaerobic digestion

Technologies to recover materials from mixed waste and discards
from sorting processes into new building blocks for high quality
applications.

Material and chemical recovery

Residual management

Unacceptable

What cannot be recovered from mix waste is biologically
stabilized prior to landfilling

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Options that do not allow for material recovery, have high
environmental impact and create lock in effects that threaten the
transition to Zero waste: waste to energy incineration, coincineration, plastic to fuel, landfilling of non-stabilized waste,
gasification, pyrolysis, illegal dumping, open air burning and littering.

Green areas

The central garden and green areas
throughout the entire city with
ranges from 50 meters to 100
meters. The TOTAL area is
estimated at about 25 km 2.
The design of the city will also
ensure the availability of large
areas of green spaces all over the
city.
Areas will be demarcated for the
following:
vGulf Course
vSports fields and play centres
vParks and gardens
vPrivate open spaces
vCentral parks
vMuseum
vZoo
vUrban green parks
vSettlement meadows

Figure 4.1.3:

Livelihood development amongst satellite communities

One of the Satellite community development
schemes is the Livelihood development schemes
for towns near the New Administrative
capital.
This is the development of Aqua-fish, Green
House and Dairy farming to provide fresh food to
the city on sustainable basis.
The communities will create Farmer Markets for
their produces from where food will be
purchased and distributed to malls, markets,
shops and homes.

The fish market

This scheme is estimated to cover over 5,000
farmers sited over 20 towns and villages who will
receive soft-loans and equipment to engage in
modern scientific farming.

Aqua fishing/ river fishing sites

Green-house farming /farm sites

Proposed Ghana
Parliament House

Proposed Police Headquarters

Proposed
Parliamentary Villa

Proposed Ghana Army
Headquarters

Proposed
Presidential Complex

Proposed Ghana Immigration
Headquarters

Proposed
Ministries Complex

Proposed Fire Service
Headquarters

Proposed Convention centre

Proposed Science & Technology park

Proposed Museums & Archives Centre

Proposed National Zoo

Museums &
Archives

Proposed Olympic size Dome

Proposed Diplomatic enclave

Proposed Africa Fisheries University

Proposed Trade Fair complex

The Volta Lake Waterfront – sporting

The Volta Lake Waterfront plush residential

CDB Shopping Mall complex

The Volta Lake Waterfront recreational area

CDB Mix development area

The Volta Lake commercial area

CDB Financial area
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